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Unlock the Premium Faeria experience. This package provides a mixture of accelerated progress and exclusive items. Maximize
your time spent in Faeria with DOUBLE XP, more deck slots, special cosmetics and more!

XP in Faeria is your main source of card collection. No buying card packs here - win it all by playing the game.

Looking to get the most out of Faeria? This content is for you.

This content includes the following:
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Doubled XP - from everything!

Earn Battle Chests and Shards at twice the normal rate.

10 ADDITIONAL Deck Slots

Premium card back

Golden Faeria logo

5 Mythic Chests full of cosmetics

4000 Gems

This is a one-time purchase and will be applied FOREVER to your Faeria account.

The Golden Faeria Logo is visible at all times on the main screen of the interface.
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Title: Faeria - Premium Edition DLC
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Strategy
Developer:
Abrakam SA
Publisher:
Abrakam SA
Release Date: 18 Jul, 2018
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English,French,German,Portuguese,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese
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The sale that is going on now (ends May 10) is a terrific buy. This game is incredibly immersive and has the continuing support
of developers. A great buy at its list price, but on sale, it's a fantastic deal. I highly recommend it.. For a buck, i figured why not,
and gave this game a try. I looked up slip gate to see what they're all about, and they are a new studio with only one published
tittle, so i didn't expect much out of them. There is quite a few issues that turn me off, the crazy looking dudes that spawn out of
no where seem to be to sudden, would rather have more of a creepy sneak up effect on me so i don't fall out of the experience.
There could of been some more polishing and a bit more to the evil ending. But, the game seems to be a crowd pleaser when i
have get togethers. When freinds come by, i typically show them this game first, as it is an easy transition into VR and my
friends and I can tickle or poke the player as they go through the experience. Use this game on girls, they scream alot!

I tend to be more critical on games like QuiVr or RawVR (awesome games), of which i pay a premium for, and i could point out
a lot of faults in Final Rest. But, hey it's a dollar and i actually got a few fun run throughs with my friends. So, i'm actually
giving this game a like.. I'm not a guitar beginner, in fact I'm intermediate to advanced. But this is just great fun, and a good way
to play while your friends sing, or get someone on a drum kit or bongos to keep timing. The chord changes are easy to play
along with once you get the chords down. There are helpful diagrams for how to finger the chords, as well as lesson videos. I
didn't need those things, but I had a lot of fun playing while my wife and brother sang. I want more things like this, but with the
option to get more advanced if you want to. I also have Rocksmith 2014, and I like it, but this feels more like I'm playing a song,
more organic.. You can learn not only Kanji, but also Hiragan and Katakana. Even if you dont know them, this game will help
you memorise them by trial and error. You will start to memorize them. The game is simple but clean, all I need.
Cons: I would love to hear the sound of the characters, it is only written, but even so, it is a very good tool. You can chanche the
transcription to romaji, so you can know how it sound like.. Pros:
-80 levels of content (and maybe the community made ones). They are a mix of alot of jumping, perfectly timing events and
well basically trying not to die.
-Challenging puzzles. Each level feels unique so far.
-Weird but amusing game mechanics. It gets some time to get used to it but the mechanics are logical and interesting to
experiment with.
-Cute characters.
-Level editor. It has all the tools needed to put your ideas in one level.
Cons:
-Althought there is some story implemented, the focus seems not to be on it.
-The controls feel a bit weird at the begining.
-I dont really understand how does one get cosmetic items and can you aim for a specific one.
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The game is garbage. I think the developers took the money and ran.. Bwahahahaha! Every bit as awesome as I remember it to
be. A great skirmish builder and campaign. Totally worth picking up.

Only performance issue (running Win7) is a music bug, which is "fixed" by muting the music. Unfortunate, because John
Williams, but effective.

With some tweaking of the controls, it is even quite playable with your standard gamingpad (as opposed to flight stick). Some
controls will need to be reached via the keyboard, but the 'most used' can easily be mapped in a reasonable fashion.

The Skirmish Builder is, not to say the campaign is lacking (which it isn't), the reason to get this game. A huge list of Star Wars
ships, structures and various thingamaboobs to fill an area. Effective AI instructions, for setting objectives. It takes some
tweaking to get a scenario really working nicely, but you can also save/load skirmishes you have made.

Graphics are quite acceptable (it has aged well, if you aren't a stickler for HD and such) and performance is smooth.. If you like
wildlife. If you like parks.
you might like this.. First off, thanks to the developer for this great flashback!

The game also hit the side scroll shooter nail on the head, everything you expect to be there is in its place. In addition to that the
game offers a rich upgrade system and progression campain. I would have paid much more then i actually did just for the
attention to detail this game offer.

It's at least 25 years since i laughed my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off when a box\/enemy suddenly appeared right inside
me. :). This is a delightful game that is definately worth the money. It has a fun sense of humor as well as some fun secrets. I
wish you luck in finding your pants.. I picked this game up during one of Steams sale events. This was an impulse buy as I did
no research on this particular game. Had I done so, I would ahve found out that this game is an online multiplayer game to that
of which the multiplaying community is dead. I am sure I did not spend a lot of money on this game, but still was a little let
down to see that it was dead.

The graphics are nice and the gameplay mechanics seemmed fine. I wish I could offer up a little more information on this
product. Hoever, it really doesn't matter... the community for this game is dead. The only reason to pick this game up is if you
and your friends would liek to play it as part of a LAN party or you have all the games you could want and want to blow money
so now you are just adding games to grow your Steam collection.
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